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ABSTRACT
The distributed systems like Body Sensor Networks (BSNs) where biosensor nodes are distributed in different positions to collect health data from the human body and deliver the information to a remote medical center. As per the medical data regulations, security of BSNs is very important. The operational resources are very restricted to BSNs nodes which are located in BSNs and traditional security technologies are not directly applicable to BSNs. Time synchronization and low-energy communication are two challenging problems for BSNs because of the characteristics of biosensors. A fuzzy commitment technology with weak time synchronization mechanism for keys negotiation is developed, with a multihop route key management scheme proposed for efficient energy consumption management, which includes an energy-based multihop-route-choice method. The Security analysis and performance evaluation is provided to validate the proposed scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Development of health monitoring systems called body sensor networks (BSNs). BSNs are composed of some biosensor nodes which are microscale electronic equipments integrated with biosensors and wireless transceivers [1]. The biosensor nodes are worn on or implanted in the human body, which are designed to measure diverse physiological values including blood pressure (systolic and diastolic), Electrocardiogram (ECG), blood oxygen level (SpO2), activity recognition and so on [16][17][19]. Thus, two convenient services are provided by BSNs [3], a wireless micro network formed by biosensor nodes which are; one is automated, continuous human monitoring; and the another one is intelligent treatment, such as drug delivery that can execute accurate injection of drug automatically. The security requirements of BSNs include confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and nonrepudiation. These all requirements depend on appropriate cryptographic key management. Thus, designing the efficient key management scheme for BSNs is the base of BSNs’ [6][20] security and is also to focus of this paper.

Contributions
1. A hybrid multihop network structure is proposed which is suitable for BSN-based applications such as health monitoring and drug delivery, which is also useful in realizing the delivery of key materials and protected data with low energy consumption.

2. As per the above proposed structure, an energy-based multihop-route-choice is established to optimize the mechanism and a biometrics synchronization mechanism based on weak time synchronization. The energy of all transmission paths, can also leverage by the former and prolong the lifetime of the BSN. [9][10][12][14] and [15] Energy consumption in negotiating shared session keys between biosensor nodes can reduce later.

3. It can also validate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, which is developed for simulating to compare it with existing schemes.

2. RELATED WORK
BSNs are basically used in two e-health application scenarios: one is monitoring and collecting health data of the human body, and delivering the data to remote medical center in time [2] the another one is executing intelligent treatment automatically through the cooperation of various biosensor nodes. According to these two scenarios, biosensor nodes in BSNs are structured in one of two basic layouts as shown in Fig. [8]:

2.1 Star Structure
A centralized architecture requires star structure where medical data collected by biosensor nodes is collated by a central node, which normally called the personal digital assistant (PDA). The PDAs are superior in terms of operational resources, such as computational capability, storage, and energy [12]. The exchanging medical data with remote medical center by wireless technologies is in charge of PDA [2G, GRPS, and 3G], which helps the doctors to make timely decisions. The star structure has an extension of, cluster structures which are also used where some biosensor nodes act as cluster heads in collecting data, and forwarding them to PDA.
2.2 Mesh Structure
A distributed peer-to-peer network without a central processing unit refers as mesh structure. In this structure, biosensor nodes are distributed algorithms which mainly aim at securely integrating and anonymizing multiple data sources. This research mainly focuses on the scalability issue of TDS anonymization, and therefore, is orthogonal and complementary to them.

2.3 Problem Analysis
The low-energy problem in key management for BSNs, a key management scheme is called “BARIþ” was proposed. This scheme used a timestamp and key management schedule for distributing key management responsibility among all nodes in BSNs, which also could decrease energy consumption of the PDA (denoted by “PS”) and balance the energy dissipation of the whole BSNs.

3. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The analysis of security in terms of protocols and keys. This analysis is the core assumption that legal nodes will act in accordance with predesigned protocols. This assumption is based on two factors:

1) Biosensor nodes are under surveillance, then suppose that biosensor nodes cannot be captured or compromised; and
2) Biosensor nodes often run automatically without human intervention.

Security protocols, should avoid a mistake while designing: misuse of cryptographic services. Which means, a cryptographic algorithm is used in a protocol provides an incorrect protection so that the needed protection is absent, which will lead to various attacks. For example, protecting the freshness value using cryptographic confidentiality service is wrong, and the correct service is data integrity which must be provided to integrate the once and the principals’ identifiers [9]. Thus, “providing correct cryptographic services to messages” is a principle that must be held in designing security protocols. The protocols designed strictly comply with the above principle. Because tampering of health data will cause serious consequences, it also provide integrity not only for freshness values and entities identifiers, but also for the time values and cipher text.

3.1 Security of Keys
The same keys are used frequently will give the adversary a good chance to break them. Security associations are established by K1 and K2, the derived keys are used to protect the following exchanged data which will give the adversary chance to analyze the two initial keys. And to protect derived keys, update them periodically by mechanisms. For an eligible key, the high degree randomness is important. In a BSN, many biosensor nodes collect time variant biometrics as good candidates for keys, and an adversary cannot reliably predict them[17].

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
I surveyed the performance of scheme in terms of keys storage and efficiency of security protocols.

4.1 Key Storage
All biosensor nodes should store K1 and K2 to establish security associations with existing nodes and new nodes. Additionally, each type of nodes will store various keys. Here, two assumptions are considered [15]:

1) The length of each key is 128 bits; and
2) Each biosensor takes part in one type of intelligent treatments.

4.2 Protocol Efficiency
One of the simplest method of distributing cluster keys is predistribution. It has the following drawback: the distance between an implanted node and its cluster head may be beyond one-hop of the implanted node. In this, the implanted node has no specific route to deliver its data to its cluster head though they have a shared cluster key. The only way it can do so is to broadcast its data and ask all intermediary nodes that are hearing its data to forward them to its cluster head. This method will consume a large amount of energy[7][8]. To address the problem, an implanted node broadcasts its data and build a multihop path to its cluster, which is helpful in energy saving. The energy consumption is closely related to the number of bits transmitted and received. An identifier is 128 bits, a fresh number and the time value are 32 bits, and the between a cluster head and its biosensor is one hop.

5. CONCLUSION
The security of BSNs is an important part of e-health systems, and its core problem is key management. As some serious limitation of operational resources, a low-energy key management scheme is necessary for BSNs. An energy efficient key management scheme for BSNs is proposed based on a hybrid multihop network structure. Here two new mechanisms are used, energy-based multihoproute- choice and biometrics synchronization mechanism based on weak time synchronization are used to balance energy of routes and reduce the energy consumption in transmission. The performance of simulation and security analysis show that the proposed scheme can be used to build an efficient secure system for BSNs.
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